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T H E OLD G EN ERATION OF ECONOMISTS
AND THE NEW .*
O n accepting the invitation with which the new Cam
bridge Economic Club has honored me to address its first
meeting, it seemed that, perhaps, my most appropriate sub
ject would be the relation in which the work of the older
generation of economists, which is drawing near the close
of its activity, stands to the work which appears to lie
before that coming generation, to which most of the mem
bers of the club belong. I propose therefore to lay
before you some estimate of the preparation which has
been made by the nineteenth century and the old genera
tion of economists for the new generation of economists
and the twentieth century. The estimate must be frag
mentary and incomplete. The subject is large, and its
treatment to-night must suffer from the shortness of the
time at our disposal; but it will suffer yet more sorely
from the limitations imposed by my own subjectivity.
For it is never more difficult to free one’s self from the
shackles imposed by one’s own bias than when endeavor* A n address delivered in Cambridge, England, October 29,1896.
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ing to take a survey of the present and to forecast the
future.
Economic science as I first knew it, just thirtyyears
was more confidentthan now: partlybecause it was
cagono,
less active. Its general propositionsand general principles were bold and peremptory: at all events so long as
they kept on this si(le of the water. Some of them flourished elsewhere,especially in France. But most of them
were bad sailors; and, if they were met with in other
lands, they generally had a languishing air as though they
ha(l not recovered from sea-siclness. And even in England they were becoming less robust. Their decadence
was no doubt hastened by academic criticisms,the ultinlate source of which was to be sought in the new German
school of history. But, probably,these criticismshad less
influencethan the rapid changes wilicil were taking place
throughoutthe whole Western World in the economic
structureof society,and in the tone and temperof political
so far as England herself was concerned,
thought: Awhile,
the exl)eriences of administratorsamndbusiness men in
Asia and Africa as well as in America had long been
suggesting broader views of the action of economic anld
othersocial forces. It is consistentwith the general history of Englisil tilought and action to believe that Englishllllen were more influenced by their own experiences

thall by the scientificstudies of foreigners.
These experiences bore fruit early in the writings of
Richard Jones. It is noticeablethat he was addressingIn(dian cadets when lie said in 1833, " We must get comprehensive views of facts,thatwe may arriveat principlesthat
are truly coinpreliensive. If we take a differentrnethod,
if we snatch at general principles,and content ourselves
witil confined observations,two thingswill happen to us.
First, what we shall call general principles,will be found
to have no generality; we shall set out with declaring propositions to be universally true which, at every
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step of our furtherprogresswe shall be obliged to confess
are frequentlyfalse; and secondly we shall miss a mass
of useful knowledge,which those who advance to principles by a comprehensiveobservation of facts,necessarily
meet with on their road." Richard Jones had not fully
grasped the moderndistinctionbetween generalityof doctrines,or dogmas, and generalityof analytical conceptions
and ideas; and his own position has its defects. But he
said just what was wanted at the time: and his influence,
though little heard of in the outer world,largely dominated the minds of those Englishmen who came to the
serious study of economicsafterhis works had been published by Dr. Whewell in 1859.
Thus general economic principles had to justify their
existence beforea court which no longer had any bias in
their favor,and perhaps had some little bias against them.
Consequently they became less dictatorial,and more willing to admit their own limitations. Never again will a
Mrs. Trimmer,a Mrs. Market,or a Miss Martineau earn
a goodly reputation by throwing them into the form of
a catechismor of simple tales, by aid of which any intelligent governessmightmake clear to the children nestling
around her where lies economic truth, and might send
them forth ready to instruct statesmen and merchants
how to choose the right path in economic policy, and to
avoid the wrong. It is now patent even to those who are
in a hurry,that no practical problems can be settled offhand by appeal to general doctrines; for the things of
which account must be taken are so diverse, and our
knowledge of many of them is so slight,that they yield
no firmhold for formal proof. Much must be taken on
conjecture; much must be decided by common sense
ratherthan by reasoning on strictlylogical lines.
Thus the growing perfectionof scientific machinery
in economics, so far from lessening the responsibilities
of common sense increases those responsibilities: for it
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widens and deepens the issues with which the economist
has to deal, and for the ultimate decision of which he
must, after all, rely mainly on his practical instincts.
And on the other hand the retiringdispositionof general
principlesand general propositions has been accompanied
not by a diminution but by an increase of their real
authority. They no longer wield the big battle-axe and
sound the loud war cry like a Cour de Lion; they keep
in the background like a modern general: but they control larger forces than before. They exert a more farreachingand more powerful influenceon ideas: and ideas
fashionthe course of the world ever more and more.
For indeed the progress of knowledge in economics as
elsewherehas shown that nature's facts are more diverse
and more coinplex than used to be thought; and hence
some have inferredthat the more we know of the fundamental forces of economic and social life the more diverse
will they appear. But to reason thus is to ignore the
experiences of physical science which have gone over the
same ground a little ahead of social science. Physical
science has learnt that an increasing knowledge of the
variety and complexity of the phenomena of nature has
often been accompanied by a diminution in the number
of l)rincil)lesrequired to explain them. It has learnt that
a few simple causes can produce an endless variety of
results; and that a small variationin the strengthof any
one of the forces,or in its method of combinationwith
others, may change the result beyond recognition. The
discoveryof intimatetrue affinitiesbetween things which
appear whollydifferentto the hasty observerhas long been
recognized as one of the chieftasks of physicalscience.
Hence it follows that we cannot predict results froma
mere knowledge of fundamentalforces,withoutmaking a
full investigation of the particular circumstances under
which they act: a small change in those circumstances
may alter the action of the fundamental forces almost
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beyond recognition. And hence it follows also that
increased knowledge of these forces is more likely to
stimulate than to check the study of particular facts.
An-idthis is what has actually occurred. Newton's law
of gravitationstimulatedthe work of astronomicalobservatories. Darwin's development of the laws of struggle
and survival gave perhaps a greaterimpetus to the careful
and exact study of particular facts than any other event
that has ever occurred. Nor is this all. For when simple
and elementaryprinciples have already a fairly strong
hold in any body of knowledge, every new fact has a
greater opportunity of suggestiveness than before the
knowledge was organized. RMintgen'srays are all the
more stimulating to thought and to furtherobservation,
because of their tendency to modify general principles
that have already won theirspurs.
As the nineteenth centuryhas worn on, there has been
a growingreadiness among economists,as among students
of l)llysicalscience, to recognize that the infinitevariety
and complexity of nature's forms is compatible with a
marvellous latent simplicityof her governing principles.
The pursuit of particulars has become ever more eager;
but what little tendency there once was to dissociate it
from timestudy oL general principles has now almost died

away. It is now generally recognized that every inference from one set of facts to another,whether it be performed by instinctive or by formal reasoning, involves
not (oneprocess but two. It involves a passage upwards
from particularsto general propositions and ideas; and a
passage downwards from them to other particulars. We
can seldom infer particulars from other particulars without passing throughgenerals,however simple be the subject-matterof our study; and we can never do so in the
complex problemsof social life.
Parallel with this advance is an increase in our skill in
interpretingthe partial thoughts of economists of earlier
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times,and distillingfromthem ideas fraughtwith instruction for ourselves. We have learnt that most of them
were true seers, with careful habits of observation; and
that what they meant to say was forthe greater part true
within its limits; but yet that what they said does not
always fullysuggest to us what was in their own minds
until we have supplied the latent premises which they
instinctivelytook for granted. We no longer look to
them forquite the same sort of instructionas before; but
that which we now seek, we are gettingfromthem.
A furthera(dvanlceis the recognition that in economics
we deal with the whole of man's nature,though we lay
chief stress on certain special aspects of it. From this it
follows that in so far as we base ourselves upon the history of past times at all, it must be historyas a whole.
We need more than economic history,more than a history
of economic institutionsand customs,wages and prices, of
trade and finance: wie want a history of man himself,
and economichistoryas contributillg to that. To take one
instance: the historyof Socialism has great value, but not
of the kind -whichis commonly ascribed to it. It is of
little service as a record of particularevents fromwhich
specific inferences can be drawn to modern problems.
For the socialistic problems of to-dayare quite different
from those of earlier times: the forces of reformand of
resistanceto change, the relationsbetween different
trades
and classes in the samienation and the economic relations
1)etweenlnations are all different. The substance of the
roI)lelnof social reformhas changed, the machinerywith
which it las to be handled has wholly changed; and the
success or failureof one particularsocial experimentlong
8g() is not likely to throwa very strong special light on
aiiy exlerimellt that may be tried now. But every such
experifllentill the past throws light upoi human nature.
And the historyof such experimentsthrows light on the
(lyInamicsas well as on the statics of human nature: it
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tends to show not only what human nature was at any
time,but also how it has developed. It offersus therefore indispelnsableaid towards estimating the direction
an(i the rate of growthof human nature in the future,and
specially of that side of human nature which it is most importatntfor us to understand, when considering daring
moderii schemes for social reform.
Social science or the reasoned history of man, for the
two things are the same, is working its way towards a
fundamental unity; just as is being done by physical
science, or which is the same thingsby the reasoned historyof natural phenomena. Physical science is seeking
her hidden unity in the forces that govern molecular
movement: social science is seeking her unity in the
forces of Human character. To that all history tends;
fromnthat proceeds all prediction,all guidance for the
future.
It is not forus to complain that the name of historyhas
been sometimesusurped by what is but a fragmentof history. Out of that tangled complex which constitutesthe
history of man, a few promiiieit threads have been selectedland traced out: and miuch progresshas been macie
towvardsthe correlationof political institutions,aindpolitical. events. The political branch of historyhas advanced
far ahead of all otherbranches,because it is importanton
its own account; because it is definite,picturesque,ofgeneral interest,and richly supplied with records specially
belongingsto it. It throwsalso incidentallya bright light
onl the developmentof human nature; and in this way, as
-wellas throughthe particular events which it records,it
affordsgreat help in tracing the thread of economic history. So great progresshas political historymade during
the nineteenthcentury,that forthis cause alone the economists of the twentieth centurywill have a much greater
command over theirwork than had the " classical " economists. And they will owe a great debt also to ideas that
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have done good service forphysical science, and are being
adapted to some limited and partial aspects of social
science.
We should be drawn too far into technical subtleties,if
we were to examine minutelychanges in the methods of
thoughtand expressionwhich have been introduced into
economics fromcontact with the various branches of physical science. But it may be said brieflythat the latter
half of the nineteenthcenturyhas thoroughlyoverhauled
the doctrines of the earlier economists as to tendencies;
and while pruning away much, has set the remainderin
order and established them on a firmscientificbasis. It
has shown, what was perhaps not fullyrecognized by the
older economists themselves,that in their predilectionfor
a study of tendencies,they were really working to obtain
just that masteryof knowledge which has laid the foundation of the successive triumphsof physical science. For,
when studying particular facts with the purpose of inferrinlgtendencies,they were conformingto the great canon
a already noticed that in passing from-1
particulars to partieulalrswe must go not directlybut by way of generals;
and also to a second great canon, that the main importance of the particular facts of nature lies in the light
which they throw upon the processes of nature;

or in

other words that fromwhat is we have to learn what is
fromdas Sein we have to learn das Jerden.
6ecomning;
And, in the latter half of the century,economistshave
gone one step further and come more into line with
physical science by borrowingfromit some of those terse
and powerfulphrases by which it has been long able to
describe and explain nature's tendencies more easily and
more precisely than is possible in ordinary language.
They are facing the fact that at the basis of nearly all
modernknowledge there lies a study of tendencies, in the
form more or less disguised of a study of the relations
between the infinitesimalvariations of differentthings.
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This is what the shrewd ordinaryman does, though he
may not know it, any more perhaps than he knows that he
is talking prose. The man of science does it, and knows
that he does it: though before he addresses a popular
audience hle may fitly wrap up what he has done in
language that is less terse and clear, but more familiar.
This work of the new methods is far from finished:
much remains for your generation to do. But the start
has been made; and it will be no hindrance to you, but
rathersome assistance, that many still look with suspicion
on the movement. Their criticismswill help you to be
careful not to outrun your positive knowledge and observation,and not to forget the differencesin character
between the facts and the forcesof the physical world and
those of the moral world.
To pass then to a ratherless technical aspect of analysis: - Si)eakinyg generally, the nineteenth century has
in great measure achieved qiutalitativeanalysis in economics; but it has not gone farther. It has felt the necessity for

ntaitative analysis, and has made some rough preaa

liniiinarysurveys of the wrayinlwhich it is to be achieved:
but thieachievementitselfstands over foryou. " Qualita-

tive " and ', quantitative analysis " are terms borrowed
from chemistry- a science which deals with things as

they are, and not with their growth; and thereforethe
terins are not exactly what we want. But they must
serve. Qualitative analysis tells the iron-master that
there is some sulphur in his ore, but it does not enable
him to decide whetherit is worth while to smelt the ore at
all, and, if it is, then by what process. For that purpose
he needs quantitative analysis, which will tell him how
muchsulphur there is in the ore. And so it is also in economics. Every event has many effects; some work good,
othersevil. Some are permanent,otherswill quickly pass
away. Some affectmany,others only a few. Some grow
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cumulatively,others invite a reaction. Mere qualitative
analysis, then, will not show the resultant drift of economic forces. It may show gain here and loss there; but
it will not show whether the gain is sufficientto overbalance the loss; whether the gain should be pursued in
spite of the loss. And yet, for the purposes of practical
action, this decision must be made. It is useless to say
that various gains and losses are incommensurable,and
cannot be weighed against one another. For they must
be, and in fact they are, weighed against one another
beforeany deliberate decision is or can be reached on any
issue.
Of course the laws of duty impose boundaries that are
not to be passed: just as at chess when a king is already
at the right-handend of the board he cannot move to the
right. But the fact that the laws of chess rule some
moves out altogether,does not prevent chess fromconsisting mainly of a balancing of the advantages of one
programme of legitimate moves against another, and
oftenwareiing the value of a piece against that of an improved position. A piece and a position are logically
quite heterogeneous; but hiewould be no chess-playerat
all who could not weigh the one against the other. And,
though there are sonie things which no statesman may do,
no1ecolnoist may recommend,yet the action of the statesman and the advice of the economist must be based upon
as exact an estimateas may be got of the relative importanice of differentsets of advantages, each made up of many
things that are logically heterogeneous.
hlere a distinction must be made between the relative
people do in fact assign to the various
weights wNvhich
things which concern their physical, their mental and
theirmoral well-being,and the relative weights which, as
philosophers and moralists,we may think they ought to
assign to those things. Ethical instincts and philosophy
are the supreme authorityin deciding what aims are fitto
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be pursued. But in studying the facts of the past and in
devising schemes for the future our firstconcernis with
the thingsthat people have wished and do wish for; and
at a later stage we may considerwhat things theyprobably
can be induced to wish for in the future. No doubt
their weighing is often foolish and shortsighted,sometimes i>noble and even wicked. Philosophers as we may
strive to be, we surely affordno exception to this rule.
We may wish that the ways of all were different;we may
exhort ourselves and others to better ways: but we have
to study mankind as they are. We must not picture to
ourselves an unreal world as it might,or ought to be; and
make schemes forit. That way lies social madness, leading to a failure of hot aspirations and thence to cold
reaction. Our first duty as economists is to make a
reasone(l cataloglue of the world as it is; and never to
allow our estimates as to what forces will prove the
strongest in any social contingencyto be biassed by our
opinion as to what forms ought to prove the strongest.
A chiefpart of the work which lies before the economists
of the twentiethcenturyis to m-akethat estimate-not
well, for that is impossible, but-somewhat less badly
tian it has been made hitherto.
The older economists were really driving at quantitative analysis, when they took it as their special duty to
thingsstand out in true perspective,in true propormakll.e
tion. They set themselves to lay stress on "that which
is not seen " because it is remoteor obscure,in opposition
to the p)ol)alal tendencyto care chieflyfor " that which is
seens,"because a brightlight happens to fall on it, because
it is simple and near at hland: and they set themselvesto
defend the interestsof the silent and patient many against
the claims of the pushing and clamorous few. For indeed,
as Fortrey said more than two centuries ago, " Private
advantages are often impedimentsof public profit; for,in
what a single person shall be a loser, there endeavours
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will be made to hinder the public gain; from whence
proceeds the ill success that commonly attends the
endeavours for public good: for commonly it is but
coldly l)rosecuted, because the benefit may possibly be
something remote frontthem that promote it, but the
mischiefknown and certain to them that oppose it; and
interest more than reason commonly sways most men's
affections." The pushing and clamorous few in an
economic controversyare oftena group of producerswho
can I)ut their case well, and who show great energyand
resource in making themselves heard. Hence has arisen
the tradition that the economist is generally on the side
of the consumer as against the producer: he aimls at
protectingthe unvocal many, who consume the products
of a particulartrade, against the vocal few who speak on
behalf of the trade.
A good instance of the difficultyof getting your
quantities right is found in the inverse claim which is
sometimes put forward nowadays that the interests of
consumers ai e really less important than those of producers; because the l1roducersare many and the con.sumers few; the terms consumer and producer being
taklenagain in a forcedsense; but in a differentone from
that of the old. Of course every one is a consumer,and
every one is a producer (or the dependentof a producer);
forincome can only be derived fromlabor that takes part
in production,or from the ownership of something that
takes part in production. But when the consumers are
said to be few and the producers many,the consumers are
taken to be those whose incomes enable them to consume
largely; and the producers are generally taken to be
those who work for a wage. The claim so interpreted
is one which the economist must treat seriously and
sympathetically. An instance is offered by the story,
which seems to be not entirelywithoutsome basis in fact,
of the vendor of Oriental tapestry,who excused the high
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price which he asked forit by the assertionthat the stitch
was so fine that ten people had lost their eyesight,and
many more had been seriouslyinjured,by workingon that
single piece. The whim or the artistic lust of the rich
consumerhad outweighed the welfareof the producers in
this instance, and other instances nearer home might be
obtained fromsome trades in which the hours of labor are
excessive or its conditions unwholesome. Such instances
of social discord are facts which the economist must
admit: they are the result of natural laws which it is
his business to help to counteract.
But they are exceptional instances; and I believe that
the statementthat the interests of workingimenare those
is very
of producerssrather than those of con1sumners
seldom true even in the limited and artificial sense in
which the words are used. The question is one of
relative quantities; and it is iniscoiceived partlybecause
people do not know the rightdirections in which to look
for their quantities.
For iiistaiice,when workingmenthink of themselves as
consumers, they seldom look iin the right directions.

They know tbat they are consumersof food and clothing.
Rut they do not think of themselvesas consumers of such
tliiilgsas iron. Tbey look upon the price of iron as the
C(flCCII1 mainily of railway and ship companies,and other
ca1)italistswho purchase it. But, in fact,a low price of
iron is at least as great a benefitto the workingman
as to any one else. It is a chief cause of the increase
of that purchasing power of his wages which results
fromthe fall in the prices of his food and clothing,while
the price of his labor has been maintained. Everyone
is apt to take as a matter of course the great benefits
which economic progress brings him, and to regard any
slight injury that results from it as an unendurable
grievance; and thus to see things in a wrong proportion.
But progress is not a matter of course: it is the result
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of effort. If there had been no improvementin steamengines and the manufactureof iron during the last fifty
years, the purchasingpower of Englishmen's wages would
be much less than it is now: I do not know how much
less; but I guess thirtyor fortyper cent less. Some of
the quantities in the 1)rol)lemmust always remain more
or less conjectural; but otherscould be taken with tolerable certainty.
Such work as this belongs to the academic economist.
F<'orhe has no class or personal interests to make him
afraid of any conclusion which the figures,when carefully interpreted,may indicate; he accepts the premises
of the working classes that the well being of the mnany7
is
iiore important than that of the few. He is specially
trained to detect the falsityof the mirage which is caused
laythe fact that the comfortof the few rich sometimeshas
a higher bidding power in the market than more urgent
Iee(ls of many poolr,and will outbid them in the market.
l-eiliir thus fortifiedby the consciousness of his own
in the corninggeneration even
rectitude,the econormist,
illore tlian in the past, must dare when occasion arises
to oppose the multitude for their own good. He must
forinstance anlalysethe methodswhich people are tempted
to take forsecuring a high minimum wage, falsely called
a living wage, in a particulartra(ie; and must show which.
of them will have indirecteffectsthat will cause to workas a whole a loss greater than the benefit.
incgmnen
Cries fora living wage have the shouts of the marketplace on its side just now : they are raised by dockers and
coal miners; by cotton spinnersand glass blowers,and by
capitalist booksellers. They appear to strengthen one
another; because ordinary people do not see that the
means most commonlyadvocated are such as, if generally
pursued,would impoverishall. It is true that a great and
importantprinciplelies at the root of this movement for
a living wage. Economists have fought forit in the past,
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an(l your successorsmay need to fighttfor it again. But
just as you are entering on your work the movement for
a living wage has become so popular, that there is less
need to dwell on its merits, than to analyse its latent
assumptions as to the relative quantities of losses and
gains. "There is money inl this branch of discovery,"
sail the I)tofessorof pure science, "and we will leave it
for those who seek money": you may parody this and
say "there is popularityin the doctrineof a livingwage;
so wvehad betterleave politicians to praise it and set ourselves to criticiseit."
Again, while taking an attitude of reserve towards
movements that are already popular, you will incline
to be critical of prophecies that care fashionable. For
instance,it is gettingto be asserted coinnionly that collective bargaining is about to displace bargaining between
in(lividuals as the main arbiter of distribution and exchange. It may be so; but predictionsof this kind have
been made much more oftenthan they have been fulfilled.
You will need to examine how far the large and obtrusive
surface, which collective bargaining l)resents,rests on a
solid foundation; and how far it is hollow. You will not
think lightlyof the old social discordswhich it tends to
lessen: but you will set against them those new discords
which it may introduce. For clearly it tends to make
a man work, or sell, not up to that margin at which there
is a l)alance of gain and loss to hini,but up to a margin
whiich,if not arbitrary,yet fails of any close adaptation to
his individual case. You will need to look at historyand
see how oftencollective bargaining,when most elaborately
contrived and strong in outward appearance, was honeycombed and

weak;

you will need to watch the vast

network of by-pathsby which when one person is willing
to sell a thing at a price which another is willing to pay
forit, the two manage to come together in spite of prohibitions of King or Parliament, or of the officialsof a
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Trust or Trade-union. No doubt you may live to see collective bargaining a greaterforcethan I expect, and workmgin ways which I do not guess. Tile experience of
the past does not foretell the future; but it justifiessome
scepticismnas to the solidity of those forms of collective
bargaining which are most ostentatious.
of forecasting
These last remarksillustratethe difficulty
the nature of the problemswhich will chieflyoccupy the
coming generation. But I will take another illustration
of this difficulty,the chief interest of which lies in the
guesses which past experience promptsus to hazard as to
a mnodeof action of the healing force of nature. For, in
social as in physical life, nature modifies old remedies
to meet new developmentsof old evils. And I will venture on a surmise of one way in which your generation
may perhaps see this healing force more active than
heretofore.
Every one is aware of the tendency to an increase in
tle size of individual businesses, withthe consequent transfeience of authorityand responsibilityfromthe owners of
each business to its salaried managers and officials. This
would have been impossible had there not been a great
improvementin the moralityand uprightnessof the average man: for even as late as the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries we find the great trading companies
breaking down largely in consequence of the corruption
and selfishnessof their officials. But men who are above
such gross iniquity as was common then relativelyto the
few opportunitiesfor it, are yet likely to succumb to subtler temptations,and especially to the temptationto consult theirown ease by jogging along quietly in accustomed
routes,and avoiding the trouble and worryof new initiative.
And indeed this tendencyto an increase in the size of
businesses introducesan ever growing discord into indus-
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try. The owner of a business,when contemplatingany
change, is led by his own interestto weigh the whole gain
that it would probablybring to the business,against the
whole loss; but the private interest of the salaried manager or officialdraws him in quite anotherdirection. For
the trouble of a new experiment-willcome largely on him.
If it fails, he will have to bear much of the blame; and if
it succeeds, only a very small part of the consequent gain
will accrue to him. So the path of least resistance, of
greatest comfortand least risk to himself is generally
that of not strivingforimprovementhimself,and of finding'plausible excuses fornot trying an improvementsuggeste(I by others, until its success is established beyond
question.

If this were the whole of the case, then every new advantage that modern clhancgesconfer oii large businesses
in theircontestswith small would be a source of danger
to social progress. For the economies of the large business as against the small are mostlya matter of private
concern and bear no further fruit: but the improvement

of methodsspreads fromits firsthome all over the country,all over the world; and the private gain which results
from it to the inventoris seldom. a hundredth part,sometimes not a millionthpart of the social gain. A strong
teII(leflcy to ossification of the social orgaliism might
thereforebe feared as the result of bureaucratic habits
of shilrkingtroublesome initiative, the main benefits of
Whichwould accrue to those who had not borne the bur(len. But this tendency is being counteracted,partially
at least, by several forces. The increase in the size of iiidlustriesgoes with the substitutionof scientificmethods
for empirical: and the basis of scientific technique is
largely provided by laboratory work to which an ever
increasing number of elastic and enterprisingminds are
rising from among the people, being stimulated a little
by the hope of gain, and much by intellectualambition,and
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the sympathyof otherstudents of science. And in addition to this general energizingforce,a special force somiewhat similar to it is comIinginto play to preserve from.
stacgniationthe more exclusively practical side of business
management. For business expertsare getting more and
more into the habit of writingand reading specialist jouriials, of holding, congresses, and ini other ways coming
lin(derthe ju(lgment of one another. The old thankless
task of attemf)tingan improvementwhich may after all
turn out badly, an(l to which a man's officialsuperiorsand
thle public at large may be indifferent,assumes a new
shape when it is likely to be judged by a critical and aplreciative audience who know the technical difficultiesof
the l)rol)lem. The most important improvementsoften
remain foryears just shortof yieldingfinancialprofit: but
sucthan audience applauds the clever and bold endeavor
even though its financialfruitis not ripe; even though the
interestof a manufacturerin charge of his own business
would not imipelhimito use it. Thus the modern intercourse of expert officialswith one anotheris bringinginto
the biisiiess world some )art of that great progressive
forcewVich pure science long derived from the approbation which successful research receives fromaudiences fit
thlough few. Such approbation is a reward; and like
every other reward, present or deferred,appeals to elenmeitsof our nature that are,not the very highest of all:
and partly forthat reason it may be trusted to act steadfastly. But it is not only a reward: it is also a sympathy;
and sympathyis the one solid and strong force acting
steadfastlythroughoutthe whole of human nature, which
has in it nothingsordid. The coming generationof economists will have no more urgent, and perhaps no more
pleasant task, than to inquire, with as close an estimate of
quantities as may be, how far this class of forcesmay take
the place of the cruder force of the pursuit of private
materialgain, which is being in some directionsweakened
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by the growth of large businesses, and especially those
under public control.
I have trespassedtoo long upon your patience and must
conclude, though I have touched on only the outer fringe
of tlo issue to which I have ventured to address myself.
the generation that is now
To sumi uip then: -During
passing away it has been made clear beyond doubt by
many workersin manylands that the true inductive study
of economics is the search for and arrangementof facts
with a view to discovering the ideas, some temporaryand
local, others universal and eternal, which underlie them:
an(d that the true analytical study of economics is the
search forideas latent in the facts which have been thus
brought together and arranged by the historian and the
life. Each study supplements
observer of contem-iporary
the other: there is no rivalry or opposition between
them; every genuine student of economics sometimes
uses the inductive method and sometimes the analytical,
and nearly always both of them together. There is a
ill proportionl)etweendifferentstu(lents; as one
dlifference
may eat more solid food an(l another may drink more
fluid: but every one must both eat and drink under pain
of starvingor (yin-gof thirst.
Tie generation of economists which is now passing
away has worked throughcontroversyas to method,to the
extinction of that controversy. It has established the
between the study of facts and of ideas; it has
harm-nony
shown the need of a catholic spirit in the interpretation
of men as well as of facts.

It has done much towards

completing the main lines of qualitative analysis; but it
has not grap)pledat close quarters with the difficultiesof
quantitative analysis. The time has not yet come for
taking stock of the value of its constructivework. But
it has at all events cleared the field for the constructive
work of the larger and strongerstrain of economists that
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are to follow: and perhaps when people look back a centuiy hence they may speak kindly of it, not so much for
what it achieved itself,as for the far greaterwork which
it preparedthe way foryou to achieve.
The problem of social aims takes on new forms in
every age; but underlying all forms there is the one
fundamental principle, that progress mainly depends on
the extent to which the strongest,anti Lot merely the
hirhest, forces of human nature can be utilized for the
increase of social good. There are some doubts as to
what social good really is; but they do not reach far
enough to illI)air the foundations of our fundamental
principle. For there has always been a substratum of
agreement that social good lies mainly ill that healthful
exercise aniddevelopmentof faculties which yields happiness without p)all, because it sustains self-respectand is
sustaineu(lby hop)e. No utilization of waste gases in the
blast furnace can compare with the triumph of making
worlkfor the public good I)leasurable in itself, anid of
i ei of all classes to great endeavors by other
stimulalftincg
anieaisthaii that evidence of power which maiiifests
itselfby lavish expenditure. We need to fosterfinework
and fresh initiative by the warming breath of the sym.pathy and appreciation of those who trulyunderstandit;
we need to turn consumiptioninto p)aths that streiigthen
the coIisuiner and call forth the best qualities of those
who provide forconsumption.
Other generations,ill the heyday of art and literature
in the ancient aiidrle(1iaeval world, have hit upon methods of doing this more or less successfully; but their
aims have had a narrowhorizon,limited to the welfare of
a fortunate few. Tie generation of students of social
science wbich is now passing away has striven to deal
with the problemon a broader basis; and your generation
is called on to continue that work with greaterknowledge
and with greater resources. You are called on to apply
your knowledge of history,and especially of contemporary
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history, your powers of analysis and of quantitative
meatsureinent, your fancy and your iutuition, your in-

stinCts an(l your sympathies towar(is the great task of
ufili.zi,

tle

Lpresent waste products of human effortfor

the )rolductioln
of human. lives that are joys in themselves
and t-he sources of joy.

For the future, as for the past,

the chief lever of all is hope, hope for a man's self aud
hope for those (lear to him. And your generation. will
stan(l out beyond thlatwhich has gone before,as that has
stool out beyond its predecessors,in an increasing power
an(l opportunityof bringing the energizing influence of
hope to the homes of what once at the beginning of this
centurywere called the lower ordersof the people.
Your generation. beyond all that has gone l)efore is
called on to inquire in a sfangruine,
but yet in a criticaland
analytical temper how far that force of association and
sympathy,whicl we have just noticed as beginningto act
powerfullyamong the expert officialsin large businesses,
may extend to l)eople generally; how it may draw them
on to high endeavors,as the good shepherdleads his sheep,
without requiring the compulsive force of want to drive
them forwardwith cruel blows: how far it may be possible to obliterate the old doctrine that the many must pine
in or-derthat the few may )iomleer. \our generation will
recognize that neni are umot
equal by nature and cannot be

m.ade e(qual by art. It will recognize that some work
miustbe done that is not ennoblincg. But it will seek
to aop)lytlhegrowing knowledge and materialresourcesof
threworld,to reduce such work within narrowlimits,and
to extirpateall conditions of life which are in themselves
del)asing. It will expect no sudden. improvement in
mans conditionsof life: because he formsthem as much
as they formnhiMi; and lie himselfcannot change fast.
But it will l:)ress on1steadfastlytow-ardsthe distant goal
wvherethe opportunitiesof a noble life may be accessible
to all.
ALFRED
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